
M18 FHIWF1R-0C
M18 FUEL™ 1″ RAILWAY IMPACT WRENCH WITH FRICTION RING

No load speed (rpm) 1000/ 1400/ 1670/ 1670

Impact rate (ipm) 1750/ 2150/ 2500/ 2500

Max. torque (Nm) 730/ 1500/ 2000

Nut-busting torque (Nm) 2000

Weight with battery pack
(EPTA) (kg)

7.8 (M18 HB12)

Kit included No batteries supplied, No
charger supplied, Kitbox

Article Number 4933493140

www.milwaukeetool.eu

The M18 FUEL™ 1″  railway impact wrench with 2000 Nm of
maximum torque has the power to replace petrol solutions

With a weight of only 6.1 kg it allows fatigue free working even
over long periods of time

Three different speed settings ensure that work can always be
done at the optimum speed

The auto shut-off function integrated in mode 4 prevents over
tightening of bolts

Comfortable, rubber covered handles provide ultimate control
over the tool while working

Carrying handle allows for comfortable transport to and from
the jobsite

Two LED lights at the bottom of the tool ensure optimal
visibility of the bolts even in dark environments

The HIGH OUTPUT™ system of tools elevates the M18 FUEL™
technologies to a new level and delivers extended
performance and extended run time. These tools are designed
to maximise the partnership with HIGH OUTPUT™ batteries

Flexible battery system: works with all MILWAUKEE® M18™
batteries
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